How to Close Leads by Qualifying,
Presenting & Dealing with Objections
This section is split into two parts: one for presenting Final Expense life insurance plans, and
the other half for presenting Medicare Supplements. We split up this section to help agents
understand the different sales dynamics with each type of insurance: selling prospects an
additional monthly bill to fund a plan to pay for their final expenses versus saving prospects
money on an existing monthly bill for their Medigap plans. Because of this inherent difference,
agents use different approaches to qualify leads and present solutions for each type of insurance
— which is another reason why we divided this section in half.
Each half-section is divided into three sections about qualifying prospects in terms of their
HEALTH, NEED, and BUDGET, followed by common objections and sprinkled with other
insights about each sales process. These areas are key because if an agent can successfully:
A. Verify that a prospect NEEDS the solution you’re presenting,
B. Confirm that the prospect’s HEALTH conditions are accepted by the plan you’re
recommending, and
C. Illustrate that the proposed solution fits (or benefits) the prospect’s BUDGET,
…all while building trust, overcoming objections, and demonstrating value, then the agent will
likely end up taking an application and making a client out of the prospect.
These sections are organized to help agents understand the various elements of these two types
of sales processes that need to come together before closing a lead. It is important to note that the
order of these sections isn’t set in stone; each type of insurance sale may follow a different order
for some agents. It isn’t uncommon to find Final Expense agents qualifying a lead’s budget
before they qualify the health, while some Med Supp agents may qualify the lead’s health before
even visiting the lead to assess budget and need.
The hardest thing for an agent to qualify is the need. Getting seniors to admit that they need a
solution is a lot tougher than getting them to share their health background or say what they can
afford. Whether selling Final Expense or Medicare Supplements, closing a lead ultimately hinges
on the agent’s ability to educate the prospect about plan options while cultivating enough trust
and credibility that the senior feels comfortable taking the agent’s recommendation. (For ideas
on cultivating credibility from the start, please refer back to previous sections on initially
contacting leads, following up with leads, and later on, building your online brand.)
Keep in mind that the insurance sales process is not cut-and-dried. You shouldn’t think of the
qualification process as a gate that prospects have to get through before advancing to the
presentation stage where they get to see their quotes and plan options. In reality, it’s an iterative
cycle where qualification and presentation happen in tandem as you educate prospects about
their options.
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To qualify a prospect’s need for Final Expense, for example, you may need to provide education
about the various types of life insurance coverage. Maybe you qualify their budget as you present
multiple quotes, and then use the health qualification questions to close the sale. Highly
experienced agents can transition seamlessly between asking qualifying questions, overcoming
obstacles, and presenting plan options in a way that feels more like education than sales, because
all throughout the process, they’re building rapport and cultivating trust by showing genuine care
for each prospect’s well-being.

How to Close FINAL EXPENSE Leads by Qualifying, Presenting &
Dealing with Objections
QUALIFY NEED
There are two main ways to qualify prospects’ need when selling Final Expense life insurance
plans:
1. Present the three traditional reasons why people buy life insurance and let them pick one.
2. Ask them what they had in mind when they agreed to have someone call them back or
visit them about covering the cost of their funeral, burial, or cremation.
The three traditional reasons why people buy Final Expense life insurance plans are:
Because they don’t have a plan to cover the costs they’ll leave behind when they die.
Because they have a plan but they’re not sure if their plan is the best price or enough
coverage.
3.
Because they have (at least some of) their final expenses taken care, but they want
more coverage so they can leave a small legacy to their favorite child(ren), church, or charity.
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